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Take a moment to appreciate your incredible bond that's led you to this
milestone... you're getting married

I'm beyond honoured to document your day and offer one important piece of
advice: plan a wedding that makes you feel amazing and true to yourself.
Leisurely read through all the details of this guide to plan your dream day, or
simply skim through for a quick overview.

The most important thing is that your wedding feels like you - comfortable,
amazing, and unapologetically YOU.

In this guide, I'll cover all the intricacies to help your day run smoothly, so you
can focus on saying "I do" and have a blast. Let's dive in!

WELCOME

A massive CONGRATULATIONS to you onBOTH
EMBARKING on this new CHAPTER together
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Here's a helpful list to make it easier for you to decide which photo opportunities are most important to both of you. By using
this list, you'll feel more confident when communicating your preferences with me, and I can make sure to capture the
moments that matter most.

Getting Ready Photos
Getting dressed (aka putting on your wedding outfits after I arrive)

Photos of accessories and details such as jewellery, perfume, cufflinks, ties, watches or anything sentimental

Posed single portraits in the morning. These can be stunning and feel different from the rest of the day. I highly
recommend it, but if you are uncomfortable with this, that’s totally fine.

Posed family photos

Posed wedding party photos (in your robes/PJs and then in your wedding attire)

Exchanging gifts

+

+

+

+

+

+

Ceremony
I'll be focusing on capturing the perfect shot without interrupting your moment. You might not even realise I'm there!

Family Photos / Group Photos
Who would you like group photos with?

Is there anyone you don’t want in certain group photos?

+

+

Couple Portraits
How long would you like your portrait session to go for?

Do you have certain photo locations in mind?

+

+

Reception & Dancefloor
While I'm capturing the perfect shot, I'll make sure not to interrupt your special moments. Call me anytime for photos
with loved ones

I understand how precious your photos are to you. They're
your cherished memories that will last a lifetime. To make
sure we capture the photos that mean the most to both of
you, I suggest taking a moment together to discuss your
priorities. It's possible that some photos hold more
significance for one of you than the other. Even if you're not
particularly concerned about specific photos, it's worth
considering their importance to your partner.

Just as open communication is important between you, the
same goes for communicating with me. Please rest assured
if you ever need a break from the camera, simply let me
know and I'll respect your wishes. This day is all about you
and making it exactly how you want it.

TALK it out
+

+



Chapter One
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Your getting ready time can be both fun and stress-free with a
few tips to help make everything run smoothly. Here are some

ideas to make your getting ready time extra special:

GETTING READY



Getting ready for your big day can be both exhilarating and nerve-wracking.
Remember that you have the freedom to choose who you want to share this special
time with. Whether it's a big group or a few close loved ones, the key is to create an
atmosphere that makes you feel comfortable and relaxed.

If you're feeling adventurous, why not consider spending the morning with your
partner? Imagine sharing intimate moments, calming each other's nerves, and creating
lasting memories together. These moments can be captured in photographs and
cherished for years to come. Embrace the excitement and make the most of this
special time before you say "I do".

Here are tips to ensure your wedding photos are perfect amidst the excitement and
chaos of getting ready.

NOMINATE A TIDY TEAM
Nominating family or friends to help keep things organised during your preparation.
They can do simple tasks like picking up empty glasses and bottles or discarded
hangers to keep the space tidy.

PRIORITISE NATURAL LIGHT AND SPACE
To help capture gorgeous photos, natural light and space are essential. If you're
unsure which room to use for photos and as the designated mess-free zone, I'm happy
to help you choose. Your tidy team can quickly declutter the room before I start taking
pictures.

BEAUTY IN THE CHAOS
Despite having friends around to keep things tidy in the morning, some of the mess
may still be visible in the photos as I'll be taking shots from various angles around the
house. However, as a documentary photographer, I believe there's a unique beauty in
every moment, including the chaos.

KEEPING YOUR SPACE TIDY

TO GET READY WITH?WHO IT WILL GET MESSY
CAREFULLY DECIDE
who you would like to get ready with on the morning of your wedding day
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this will help ensure that you, your friends and fam are always the focus in the images.



AIRBNB

Airbnbs can be the perfect location for capturing your
getting ready photos. Not only can they provide a
cozy and comfortable atmosphere, but also a unique
and visually stunning backdrop for your photos.

If you're unsure of where to start, don't hesitate to ask
for recommendations or assistance with researching
local options. Let's work together to find the perfect
Airbnb that complements your style and vision for
your wedding day.

LOCATION
I’ve detailed some of my favourite places for your inspiration below.UNSURE ABOUT WHERE TO GET READY FOR YOUR BIG DAY?

AT HOME

Getting ready in the comfort of your own home, or
your family's home can add lots of sweet, sentimental
details. I will take some ‘establishing shots’ (aka
photos to help tell the story of the day) and capturing
the meaningful details of of the home or family home
can make for truly special images.

Show off your personality through your getting-ready
location! Whether you choose a luxurious 5-star resort
or a quirky retro motel on the side of the road, your
photos will be stunning.

If you're staying at a hotel, resort, or motel, ask the
staff if you can take photos in public areas. To ensure
privacy, you can also request to reserve a specific
area or section of the location during your photo
session.

OTHER ACCOMODATION
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THIS CAN INCLUDE BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO

If you're having your makeup done, try to position yourself in front of a large window to
catch the beautiful natural light. This will cast lots of flattering natural light on your face
while your makeup is being applied as well as help me to take the best photos
possible.

And if you're not having your makeup done, I still want to capture all the special
moments of your getting ready process. Whether you're straightening your tie or
putting on your necklace in front of a mirror, just let me know when you're getting
ready to add those final touches and I'll be there to capture it all with my camera.

MAKEUP / GROOMING

These photos are of all the accessories that you will be wearing to complete your
outfit, such as cufflinks, necklaces, perfume, shoes, etc.

If you would like these photos, please make sure you gather all the pieces and hand
them to me when I arrive.

+Tie Pin

+ Jewellery

+ Watches

+ Shoes

+ Bags

+Cufflinks

+ Socks

+ Perfume

+ Ties

PHOTOSDETAILS
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or APART?TOGETHER

Starting the day together can help create a sense of calm and happiness, easing
any pre-wedding nerves.

Spending the entire day with your partner is a beautiful way to celebrate your love
and cherish every moment together.

Getting ready photos of you and your partner can be incredibly adorable and
meaningful.

By getting ready in the same location, I can capture more special moments without
the need to travel between places.

You can still have a first look and get ready together by preparing separately but
sharing a special moment together before the ceremony. This moment can be
shared with just the two of you or with your loved ones present.

Whether you decide to get ready separately or together, this will be an
incredibly fun and unforgettable part of your day. 

Here are some reasons why getting ready together can be a wonderful experience:

+

+

+

+

+

YOU DON’T HAVE TO FOLLOW THE TRADITION OF GETTING
READY SEPARATELY if it’s not your vibe, don’t feel pressured to do so. 
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EXCHANGING GIFTS

BETWEEN YOU AND YOUR PARTNER

WITH YOUR WEDDING PARTY

 I would be honored to capture this sweet moment for you in a beautiful area of your
accommodation with plenty of natural light.

Please don't feel shy or worried, as I'll give you all the privacy you need and mainly
shoot from a distance. Once you've exchanged your heartfelt words and gifts, I'll take
some pictures of them to cherish forever.

If you're planning to exchange gifts with your wedding party, let me know beforehand.
I can take pictures of the gifts before they're given and suggest a location to capture

the moment. During the exchange, I'll move around the room to take candid photos of
the joyous reactions.

Remember, your wedding day is all about celebrating your love for each other, so don't feel obligated to follow any specific traditions.
Do what feels right for you as a couple and enjoy every moment of your special day.
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This can include:

Don't forget to take care of yourselves with a little sustenance during the getting ready
portion of the day. If you're surrounded by family and friends, appoint someone to take
charge of food arrangements to keep everyone satisfied, especially you and your
partner.

But if it's just the two of you getting ready, let's make sure food preparation isn't on your
mind. Bring some yummy snacks, order in or head out to a nearby café for a quick bite.
Let's keep those stomachs happy!

Put on some music, crack open some bevvies this is a day of celebration! There are no
hard and fast rules for what to do in the morning, so feel free to mix things up and make
it your own. You, your partner, and your wedding party can do any activities that will
help you get in the mood for the day and make this time even more special.

+ Playing Games

+ Doing Yoga

+ Taking a walk on the beach or in nature

+ Going for a Surf

+ Playing golf

+ Going to the local bar or cafe

+ Group Meditation

+ Gratitude Practice

Whatever you choose, just let me know if there's something you'd like me to capture
with my camera and I will work it into the photo timeline of your day.

FOOD

CREATING THE VIBE
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To ensure I make it to your ceremony location before you and your guests, I will leave from the getting
ready location about 30 minutes before you do. This way, I can familiarise myself with the surroundings,
photograph the ceremony setup and have a little chat with your celebrant, before anyone else arrives.

Faux Glow Woes

If during your makeup trial, you feel like the makeup is
a bit too heavy-handed, don't hesitate to speak up! It's

important for you to feel confident and beautiful on
your big day without worrying about looking "cakey" in

your photos. Even if the makeup artist assures you
that it will look great in pictures, trust us, it won't look

any different. So, feel free to ask your makeup artist to
try a lighter look or find a new artist who better

understands your vision. Remember, it's your day, and
you deserve to feel amazing!

Heavy Makeup

I understand the appeal of a nice, sun-kissed glow.
However, it's important to keep in mind that fake tans
can sometimes look more orange than natural in
photographs. If you're unsure about using fake tan, it
may be best to skip it altogether.

If you do opt for a fake tan, I will still make sure you
look good in all your wedding photos. I’ve got you

I'll head to your /

CEREMONY LOCATION EARLIER
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When it comes to the getting ready portion of your day, I typically like to spend around
40 minutes to an hour with each partner. This allows me to capture all the important
details, such as your outfit, hair, makeup, and any grooming that you may need. Of
course, if one of you is getting ready faster or slower than the other, we can adjust our
time accordingly.

GETTING READY

If you've booked me to capture your getting ready moments, let your family and friends
know ahead of time that I'll be taking photos during this time. That way, everyone can
feel comfortable and ready for the camera.

To add a fun and cohesive touch to your photos, you and your wedding party could
consider wearing matching slips, robes or pyjamas. For those who prefer to wear their
own clothes, suggest wearing something casual or anything they feel confident and
happy in.

Time Spent With You /

WHAT TO WEAR
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To ensure that we have plenty of time to capture all the precious moments of your
getting-ready process, it would be great if your hair and makeup are finished around
30 - 40 minutes after I arrive. Please make sure that your wedding party's hair and
makeup are already done before my arrival, and save yours for last.

Although you might prefer me not to take photos of you while putting on your outfit, I
recommend waiting for me to arrive before getting dressed. This way, we can discuss
and plan what you're comfortable with me photographing and tailor it to your
preferences.

I'll be leaving for the ceremony 30 minutes before you do, so please factor in enough
time for any unexpected delays, such as makeup or hair running over time. If you need
help putting together a timeline that works for you, don't hesitate to reach out to me.

WHEN SHOULD I BE
READY-ISH? 
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If you are open to stepping away from tradition, a first look at your wedding can offer
many benefits. This is where you and your partner share a private moment in your
wedding attire while I capture every priceless reaction. Taking place between the
getting ready and ceremony part of the day, it allows you to share an intimate
moment without an audience, savour more precious time together on your special
day, and ease any pre-ceremony nerves.

From a photography perspective, a first look allows me to capture raw genuine
emotions, from the tears, smiles, and sheer excitement while you scream at your
partner, “you look soooo good!“. It can also expand your photography timeline,
ensuring a diverse collection of portraits, group shots, and romantic couple moments.
Lastly, if your ceremony is later in the day, a first look enables us to make the most of
the warm natural light for your portraits.

THE FIRST LOOK



Chapter Two

CEREMONY



A long veil can be absolutely stunning, but unfortunately, it can cause some practical
problems if it gets windy. If you're planning an outdoor ceremony and decide to wear a
veil, it's a good idea to show your wedding party how to remove or adjust it so they can
help you if it suddenly becomes very windy.

Also, keep in mind that it's perfectly normal to take a moment to adjust your outfit,
remove your veil, or even sit down during your ceremony. Your loved ones are there to
support and celebrate you, and they will understand if you need to take a break to feel
more comfortable.

Tiny humans walking down the aisle are adorable, but past experience has taught me it's
best to have a plan B in case things don't go as smoothly as planned. If the little ones get
overwhelmed or decide to do their own thing mid-walk, have someone close to them
ready to step in and help them down the aisle.

Seeing so many strangers' faces at once can be daunting for young children, especially if
it's their first time as flower children. Having a plan B in place will give you peace of mind,
so you can enjoy the beautiful moment of walking down the aisle without worrying
about any potential hiccups.

FLOWER CHILDREN

IT CAN GET WINDY
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This is such a precious moment. Allow yourself to soak it all in and enjoy every second of
it. I will I'll be there to capture every moment of you and your partner's reactions so really
take your time.

If you’ll be holding a bouquet, it's best to hold it at your belly button with relaxed arms. If
you are wearing a long dress, you may need to keep one hand free in case you need to
slightly lift it while walking.

If the thought of walking down the aisle feels overwhelming, remember that you have
options. You can choose to walk with a loved one, including your partner, to take the
spotlight off of you. And if you're not a fan of traditions, feel free to skip the walk down
the aisle altogether and show up in a way that feels true to you. 

Consider a phone-free ceremony, kindly ask guests to keep phones away to fully
immerse themselves in the moment. It reduces distractions and helps capture candid
shots without obstructions. Your celebrant can easily make the announcement before
the ceremony begins to remind guests to turn off their devices and enjoy the ceremony
with undivided attention.

WALKING DOWN THE AISLE

UNPLUGGED
CEREMONY /WEDDING
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End your ceremony with a colorful and fun confetti exit to celebrate your marriage. This
can make for some truly gorgeous, incredible photos. You can opt for flower petals as an
eco-friendly choice for confetti.

To organise the confetti exit, quietly hand out confetti as the ceremony comes to an end
or pre-place it on the chairs before guests arrive. Remind your guests not to use it until
you both exit the ceremony at the end.

For the best photos, walk down the entire aisle without stopping, while your guests
throw confetti or flower petals. To prevent guests from interrupting the moment by
hugging or congratulating you, ask your celebrant to announce that congratulations will
take place after you have completed the walk.

After the ceremony, take some time to receive the love and well wishes from your
guests. Find a clear and open space near the ceremony site and invite your guests to join
you for congratulations. Your celebrant can also help facilitate this by inviting guests to
come forward.

If you'd like to make it easier for your guests, you can also take the initiative to walk
around and say thank you to each of them. They'll understand that this is their cue to
offer their congratulations and share their love with you.

YAY, CONFETTI TIME! CONGRATULATIONS
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CEREMONY LIGHTING
For optimal ceremony lighting, consider positioning yourselves in either direct light or all
shade. It's best to avoid one of you being in the shade while the other is in the sun, as it
can be difficult to capture good photos in this situation. If your ceremony is during the
day and it's hot, staying in the shade can also help keep you comfortable.

For indoor or nighttime ceremonies, most venues and churches have adequate lighting,
but if you have concerns about the lighting, we can meet at the location before your
wedding day to assess the lighting and determine if extra lighting is necessary.

It's becoming more popular to have a child-free wedding, and it's completely acceptable
to request this. You can include this information on your wedding invites if you choose to
do so.

If you decide to invite children, it's possible that they may cry or become restless during
your ceremony, leaving their parents feeling uncomfortable. To ease your anxiety, you
can have a conversation with their caregivers beforehand. Let them know that if their
child becomes fussy, it's okay for them to step out of the venue. This can reassure them
and give them the option to leave the ceremony if necessary.

CHILD FREE OR NOT



Personal vows are optional and it's completely understandable if you feel uncomfortable
sharing them in front of your guests.

If you would like to write personal vows, but prefer not to have an audience we can
arrange a private moment for just the two of you to exchange them. I will be there to
take photos unobtrusively in the background. We can plan this moment after getting
ready, after your first look, in between your post-ceremony portraits, or during some
sunset portrait session.

Choosing the right celebrant for your wedding is crucial since they will play a significant
role in your special day. It's essential to select someone who you connect with and feel
comfortable around.

Keep in mind that each celebrant has their own style, whether it's delivering a heartfelt
speech or keeping things light and fun with some humor. To get a sense of their style,
you can ask to see some videos of their past ceremonies. Another option to make your
ceremony feel more personal is to have a friend officiate the ceremony, with the
celebrant present to officiate.

CELEBRANTCHOOSE YOUR

PERSONAL VOWS
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Chapter Three

FAMILY PORTRAITS
AND GROUP SHOTS



If you want a group photo with all your loved ones, we can take it right after the ceremony when everyone is gathered
together. We'll need plenty of space, so an outdoor location is ideal.

I'll work with the celebrant to direct everyone to the group photo spot. Enlisting a "loud" friend can also help gather
everyone together. Though not necessary, a step ladder and loudspeaker can come in handy if we need to get

everyone's attention and provide directions.

GROUP PHOTOS
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Your wedding day is an incredible opportunity to capture precious moments with your
loved ones. To make sure we get all the shots you want, I kindly request that you provide
me with a list of the specific photo groups you have in mind ahead of time. Depending on
the size of your family, this can take anywhere from 20 minutes to 1 hour.

To help everything run smoothly, I will ask one of your trusted friends or family members
to assist me in gathering the different groups.

Example of family photos for you and your partner may be:

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Parents

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Siblings 

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Immediate Family

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Extended Family 

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Grandparents

FAMILY ONE

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Parents

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Siblings 

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Immediate Family

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Extended Family 

+ Partner 1 & Partner 2 + Partner 1 Grandparents

FAMILY TWO

This usually depends on how big your family is, how many groups you’ll be separating
your family into, and how easy it is to coordinate everyone during the session.

If there are any sensitive or challenging family dynamics that I should be mindful of, you
will be given an opportunity to share them with me. My goal is to create a comfortable

and stress-free environment for everyone on your special day

+ 20 (6-8 groups): it will take around 10-20min

+ 30 (9-12 groups): it will take around 20 - 30min

+ 40 (13-16 groups): it will take around 30 - 40 min

+ 50+ (17-25 groups): it will take around 40min - 1hr

How Long Do Family Photos Take?

Generally, for a family of:

FAMILYPHOTOS
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Chapter Four

COUPLE PHOTOS
and WEDDING

PARTY PHOTOS
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WEDDING PARTY PHOTOS

HOW LONG DO

COUPLE PHOTOS TAKE?

During the photo session with your wedding party and the two of you, I prefer to take all the
wedding party photos first before taking you both for some intimate shots. This way, you
can have a moment to catch your breath and enjoy each other's company for the rest of
the shoot.

If you want your wedding party to join in the couple's photo session, we can make it
happen. But, I may suggest taking a short walk away from the group to capture some
stunning shots of just you two.

When it comes to capturing stunning photos of just the two of you, I want to make sure
you feel comfortable and at ease. I understand your wedding day can be busy, so I'll do
my best to work around your schedule and preferences.

To ensure we have enough time to create those beautiful, dreamy shots, I suggest
allowing for 30-45 minutes of shooting time (not including travel time between locations).
If you would like to visit several locations, allocating 1-1.5 hours for your shoot can give us
enough time. Remember, less can be more - the fewer locations we have, the more time
you'll have to relax and feel comfortable in front of the camera.
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Touch-up makeup and mirror.

Comb & Bobby Pins

Spare Shoes (just in case your
feet get sore if we’re walking a
lot between locations)

Permits for shooting locations.

Champagne/ Refreshments

Sunscreen

Emergency kit with safety pins,
stain remover, and sewing kit.

Tissue for blotting sweat or tears

Snacks

For the most beautiful tones, the ideal time for couple photos is during sunset and blue
hour when the sun isn't too bright. However, if this isn't possible, don't worry! I have years of
experience shooting in all types of lighting, so I will ensure to capture stunning photos no
matter what. As long as there is some light available, I can work with it to create beautiful
images for you to cherish.

+

+

+
 

+

What should I bring on the

COUPLE SHOOT?

What time of the day should we

TAKE THESE PHOTOS?
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+

+

+
 

+

+



If you have a special location in mind for your portraits that's away from the venue, I suggest
booking your wedding transport to cover the entire time needed. That way, you won't need
to worry about transportation logistics on your big day. I'll make sure to drive myself to the
portrait location before you leave and will also return to the venue slightly before you.

TRANSPORT

One of my top tips to help you feel comfortable and confident in front of the camera is to
schedule an engagement session prior to your wedding day. This will give us the chance to
get to know each other better plus, you’ll have even more beautiful photos for your walls!
You can even use the engagement photos for your RSVPs, wedding invitations, and holiday
greeting cards.

The most important thing to remember is to just be yourself! I understand that posing for
photos can be daunting, but trust me, I will be there every step of the way, guiding you and
making you feel at ease.

And if you're not a fan of posing, no problem! I love capturing candid moments too, and I
will provide subtle prompts to help you feel natural and comfortable during your shoot.

for feeling great in your

COUPLE PHOTOS
HOT TIP /
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Chapter Five

DINNER & RECEPTION
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BIG TIP

Intricate details of your reception styling can add to the beautiful story of your special
day. To ensure the photos look their best and there are no unwanted distractions, I
would love to capture them before your guests arrive. Please let me know what time
your guests will be arriving so I can plan accordingly.

With all the exciting photo opportunities and events happening on your special day, I
may not be able to capture the reception styling before your guests arrive. If these
photos are important to you (which I totally understand), we could consider booking a
second photographer to make sure everything is covered. Let's talk about this option
further if you're interested.

If you're unsure about the lighting at your reception venue, don't worry - I'm here to help.
I have plenty of experience working with different lighting situations, and I can even bring
my own lighting equipment if needed.

That being said, I try to avoid using flash photography during speeches, as it can be
intrusive. If you can provide enough lighting for the reception and speeches, it will help
me be less intrusive during this time, while also ensuring I get great photos. If you have
any questions or concerns about the lighting, please don't hesitate to reach out - I'm
happy to help in any way I can.

RECEPTION

RECEPTION STYLING
PHOTOGRAPHING THE

LIGHTING
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SPEECHES
To make sure we capture the heartfelt moments of your

speeches and guests' reactions, having adequate lighting
in the speech area is important. If you're unsure about how

much lighting is required, I'm can offer suggestions.

Hot tip - ask your venue to dim the lights and your guests to hold up their
phones with their torches on. This will create a concert-like vibe and make for
some incredible photos. Just let your band or DJ know, and they can inform your
guests to head over to the dancefloor and take part in the magic.

To make your cake cutting moment more special, I suggest
planning ahead with the venue to have a knife and

champagne set up on the table. This way, you won't have to
worry about a thing and can just focus on enjoying the

moment.

I recommend allocating a 5-10 minutes in your photo timeline for me to set up
some stationary lighting. It won't take long, and it'll make all the difference in
creating stunning shots.

Be sure to invite your loved ones to stand around the dancefloor during your first
dance, and I'll be sure to capture their reactions to this special moment.

CAKECUTTING THE

FIRST DANCE
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The moment after your first dance is the perfect opportunity for everyone to hit the dance floor for a
song or two. It's also an excellent chance for me to capture some early dance floor photos, especially
if we're on a tight timeline. If your guests need a little nudge to get the party started, your wedding
party can lead the way by joining you on the dance floor first and encouraging everyone else to
follow. Let's make some memories! Let's light up the dance floor with some unforgettable moments!

Depending on the photography package you choose, photographing your final exit, such as a
sparkler exit, may not be the most efficient use of our time together. However, if you would like this
moment captured, please let me know in advance so we can discuss the day's timeline and
potentially book additional hours if necessary.

It's important to keep in mind that sparkler exits can be unpredictable. Although they can create
some beautiful and fun photos, coordinating a large group of people to hold sparklers and form two
lines can be challenging, especially when alcohol is involved. I will do my best to capture this
moment, but please understand that it may not always turn out exactly as planned.

BE SURE TO SCHEDULE SOME

BEFORE I LEAVED-FLOOR TIME

LEAVING WITH A BANG
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Chapter Six

WHAT ELSE?



As much as I am dedicated to capturing every moment of your special day, I am
only human and will need to take breaks to eat, drink, and catch my breath. I

always bring some snacks with me, but when dinnertime comes, I will eat at the
same time as you and your guests. No one wants photos of themselves while

eating anyway, so I won't be missing anything. 

In the event of rain, don't fret! Rainy shots can be incredibly romantic and unique.
If you're unsure of the weather or if rain is forecasted, I highly recommend
purchasing some nice, sturdy umbrellas just in case. This way, we can still

capture some beautiful moments without getting drenched. Let's work together
to make the most out of whatever weather comes our way.

WEATHER

If you're not sure who to hire, don't worry. I'm happy to recommend some
trusted videographers who align with my editing and work style or if you want a
much easier option, hire me to produce your videography. If you decide not to
book a videographer, make sure you ask one of your guests to at least film the
speeches. Believe me, you won't regret it and will love watching the replay! 

If you do choose to hire us to capture your video or you hire a videographer from
another business, I will work closely with them to capture all of your precious
moments in the best way possible. It’s important to choose a videographer who
shares a similar style with me, so we can collaborate seamlessly on the day. For
instance, if the videographer has a different style that doesn't match my elegant,
emotive, and timeless approach, it might be challenging to get the shots that
you want when they are directing you.

TAKING A BREAK

SHOULD I HIRE A VIDEOGRAPHER?
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RECOMMENDED VENDORS
Chapter Seven

Time With Alex (yes we do video!)
he Film Room
 Matthew Dwyer
Movement Productions
Little Darling Films
I Do Cinema

VIDEOGRAPHERS

STYLIST
Honoured Hire
The Queens Quarters
Sweet Nothings

MAKEUP & HAIR
Samantha Ruby
Beth Overall
Chloe Elouise 
Gaetana Marjas
Her.Town

CELEBRANT
Alix the Celebrant
Wild Love Stories
Penelope Carrick
Vicky Flanegan
Camille Abbott
Amy Harrison

The Neapolitans
Him & Her
Behind the Veil
Ash Gale
Tennyson Events

BAND / DJ

MC
 DJ Ben Events
Entertainment Adelaide

TRANSPORT
Kombis4U
Uber Black

GETTING READY LOCATION
Get in touch about my Air Bnb
Guide! 

Bluebelle Studios
SIGNAGE

FLORIST
Sweet Nothings
Bonnie Blooms
Lilli-Anthus
Hygge Studio
Studio Botanic

CATERING & BAR
Chef Steele
Cargo Catering
Dine Catering
Van Dough
The Roaming Chef

heidelberg Cakes
Lyons Den Cakes

WEDDING CAKE

PHOTO BOOTH
In The Booth

INVITATIONS/STATIONARY
Bluebelle Studio
Made by J
Sail and Swan

SUITS
Oscar Hunt
Knightsman Tailors
PJohnson Tailors

WEDDING DRESSES
The Bride Lab
Caleche Bridal
Paolo Sebastian
Greta Kate
Elly Sofocli
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TIMELINE EXAMPLES
Chapter Eight

10-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE 8-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE 4-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE
Included in Package One (The Baller) Included in Package Two (Crowd Pleaser) Included in Package Three (Keep It Simple)

3:30

4:00

4:30

4:45

5:00

5:45

6:00

6:30

7:30

I arrive at the ceremony location/setup before guests start to
arrive.

Ceremony starts

Ceremony ends + Congratulation Photos

A few family group photos

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats.

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting
First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor.

Dinner + speeches

All done!

Daylight Saving
(October - April) 

Photograph Partner One getting dressed, grooming,
buttonholes, single portraits, the rings.

Photograph Partner Two makeup/grooming, outfit details,
and invitations. (Walking distance between locations)

Photograph Partner Two putting their outfit on and single
portraits.

I leave for the ceremony to photograph the location/setup
before guests start to arrive.

You leave for the ceremony.

Guests arrive at the ceremony.

Ceremony starts.

Ceremony ends + congratulation photos.

Family group photos.

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take bridal
party/couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats. 

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting

Dinner is served + We sneak off for some quick sunset/ blue-
hour portraits (Optional).

Dessert + speeches

First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor. 
D-floor Shots.

All Done!

12:30

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

3:30

4:00

4:30

4:45

5:00

5:30

6:00

6:30

7:30

8:00

8:30

Photograph Partner One getting dressed, grooming,
buttonholes, single portraits, the rings.

Leave for Partner Two’s House.

Photograph Partner Two makeup/grooming, outfit details,
and invitations.

Photograph Partner One putting their outfit on and single
portraits.

I leave for the ceremony to photograph the location/setup
before guests start to arrive.

You leave for the ceremony.
Guests arrive at the ceremony.

Ceremony starts.

Ceremony ends + congratulation photos.

Group photo with all the wedding guests.

Family group photos.

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take bridal
party/couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats. 

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting

Dinner is served + We sneak off for some quick sunset/ blue-
hour portraits (Optional).

Dessert + speeches

First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor. 
D-floor Shots.

All Done!

12:00

1:00

1:30

2:00

3:00

3:30

4:00

4:30

4:45

5:00

5:30

6:30

6:45

7:30

8:00

9:00

10:00



TIMELINE EXAMPLES

10-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE 8-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE 4-HOUR COVERAGE EXAMPLE

No Daylight Saving
(April - October)

Photograph Partner One getting dressed, grooming,
buttonholes, single portraits, the rings.

Leave for Partner Two’s House.

Photograph Partner Two makeup/grooming, outfit details,
and invitations.

Photograph Partner One putting their outfit on and single
portraits.

I leave for the ceremony to photograph the location/setup
before guests start to arrive.

You leave for the ceremony.
Guests arrive at the ceremony.

Ceremony starts.

Ceremony ends + congratulation photos.

Group photo with all the wedding guests.

Family group photos.

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take bridal
party/couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats. 

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting

Dinner is served 

Dessert + speeches

First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor. 
D-floor Shots.

All Done!

2:30

3:00

3:30

3:45

4:00

4:45

5:00

5:30

6:30

I arrive at the ceremony location/setup before guests start to
arrive.

Ceremony starts

Ceremony ends + Congratulation Photos

A few family group photos

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats.

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting
First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor.

Dinner + speeches

All done!

10:00

11:00

11:30

12:00

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

2:45

3:00

3:30

5:00

5:30

6:00

7:00

8:00

9:00

Photograph Partner One getting dressed, grooming,
buttonholes, single portraits, the rings.

Photograph Partner Two makeup/grooming, outfit details,
and invitations. (Walking distance between locations)

Photograph Partner Two putting their outfit on and single
portraits.

I leave for the ceremony to photograph the location/setup
before guests start to arrive.

You leave for the ceremony.
Guests arrive at the ceremony.

Ceremony starts.

Ceremony ends + congratulation photos.

Family group photos.

Guests having canapés + drinks. We go take bridal
party/couple photos.

Guests find their reception seats. 

Couple and wedding party entrance + cake cutting

Dinner is served

Dessert + speeches

First Dance + everyone invited to the dance floor. 
D-floor Shots.

All Done!

12:00

1:00

1:30

2:00

2:30

3:00

3:30

3:45

4:00

5:00

5:30

6:00

7:00

7:30

8:00

Included in Package One (The Baller) Included in Package Two (Crowd Pleaser) Included in Package Three (Keep It Simple)



On your wedding day we ideally want to make time to shoot at sunset, as this
is one of the best times to capture beautiful, unique images of the

Newlyweds.

In order to help you plan your wedding day the following times will give you
an indication of when the sun sets in Adelaide and surrounding areas.

SPRING
6pm

7:30pm (daylight savings time)

SUMMER
8pm

AUTUMN
5:30pm

7pm (daylight savings time)

WINTER
5pm

FOR MORE SPECIFIC TIMES PLEASE SEE WWW.TIMEANDDATE.COM

SUNSET TIMES



+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

DO'S DON'TS

Remember to take a deep breath, today is a celebration of your love story, so soak
up every moment of joy and excitement.

Create a photo timeline for the day to make sure we capture all the special
moments.

Write down a list of all the family group shots - send to me before the wedding.

Write down any specific photos your would like - send to me before the wedding.

Holla whenever you want a photo of you or you with a group.

Gather all the accessories you want in your detail shots and have them ready in the
morning.

Bring your wedding invites, and I'll make sure to capture them for you.

To make sure everything runs smoothly, tidy up the getting ready location before I
arrive - nominate someone to help you with this.

Make sure the reception area is well-lit to get the best shots possible.

Get caught up in trying to please everyone else. Remember, this day is about you
and your partner. It's okay to say no to certain requests or traditions that don't align
with your vision.

Worry about the photos - I got you.

Stare at the camera - just be yourself and pretend I'm not even there, except for
group and posed shots.

Forget to eat and drink water throughout the day. You want to have enough energy
to enjoy the day and make it through the long haul.

Feel like you can't take breaks and recharge. It's a long day, and you'll need some
downtime to rest and reflect.

Be afraid to delegate tasks to trusted family members or friends. You don't have to
do everything yourself, and it's okay to ask for help.

Hesitate to reach out to me about anything.

Forget to book a wedding album - it's discounted when booked with your wedding
package.

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Chapter Nine

DO'S        DON'TSand
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EMAIL / HELLO@TIMEWITHALEX.COINSTAGRAM  / @TIMEWITHALEX.CO WEBSITE  / TIMEWITHALEX.CO

I hope you enjoyed reading this guide. At the end of the day it’s your wedding and
what ever is going to make you feel comfy and special on your day is top priority so
honour yourself and you wants / needs for the day above all else. I am here if you

have any questions in the lead up to your day and I can’t wait to capture every
magical moment when the day arrives!


